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Treat your taste buds to a feast of traditional holiday delights! With simple step-by-step instructions,

helpful cooking tips, color photographs, and charming character art, this book is the perfect way for

parents and children to make holiday magic in the kitchen! A rating system lets kids know how

difficult the recipes are, and cooking tips are sprinkled throughout. Kids will enjoy making Rolly's

Spotted Cranberry Pancakes, Sugar Rush Popcorn Gumdrop Garland and Anna's Frozen Ice

Candy!
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I was skeptical that a Disney cookbook for such a low price wouldn't be worth it but I'm so happy

with this purchase! Great recipes, adorable pictures, I LOVE the punch out tags in the back. Would

definitely recommend this

The cookbook is certainly written in a child friendly way. It contains more than 25 recipes for

homemade holiday treats. Many of the recipes can be prepared as gifts and there are punch-out

tags in the back to include with the homemade gift.The recipes included are for breakfast, lunch ,

dinner, sides and drinks, and desserts. There are photographs of each prepared recipe. All the

ingredients can easily be located in your grocery store. The directions are written well and are easy

to follow.This cookbook looks like family fun to me!*I received this for review - all opinions are my



own*

Just got this and we could not wait to try out a recipe or two. The mini Olaf pizzas are both very

enjoyable to assemble and very yummy to eat. My family of four (3 boys and this mom), had a really

fun night just this cookbook, pizza dough and toppings, the magic of Disney and Olaf, and each

other's company. No electronics! Yay!

This book is amazing! Every recipe we've tried has been easy to follow and delicious. The recipes

are written very clearly and it's even perfect for a parent who may not have as much experience

cooking themselves. The kids love being able to help and all the different treats and meals tie in

great with the different movies. All the food is easy to make but complex enough that the kids feel

like they've really created something. And it's not just kids food; everything we tried has been great

and if it weren't for the Disney theme you may not even know it was a kids cookbook. Boo's

Breakfast Bars are amazing and the zucchini and meatballs meal has become a regular dinner for

us. We've tried books like this before and it can sometimes feel like the recipes are too simple or

just too much to keep our kids interest. This book has hit that perfect middle ground we've been

looking for. I can't recommend this book enough whether it's for your family or as a gift for the

holidays!

We LOVE this cookbook! My daughter loves to cook so I got it for her for Christmas and she loves it!

We made it our goal to make every recipe in the whole book even if we don't think we will like it so

we can try new things! We put a sticker in the corner of each recipe that we have already tried. So

far we have made 7 or 8 recipes and she has liked most of them so far, even the new things she

thought she wouldn't like. I think it makes a big difference when there are characters she recognizes

which makes her more willing to try new things. I would highly recommend this cookbook!

The recipes all are delicious and very simple, great for kids to get involved with for holiday fun. It's

short and cute. However, my family and I were a little sad to see that Mulan wasn't included (Asian

American household). It would've been easy to include her with porridge (though that was given to

Belle), or a simple noodle soup dish. It only bothered us because Lightning Mcqueen was included

over her, and cars don't even eat food!Overall though, a delightful book!

This book is a treasure for anyone with young children that love to try cooking! Simple recipes fun



ingredients perfect lessons for the children. Parents will get such great joy working with them. Great

bonding experience for moms and dads with both boys and girls! Recipes are easy to follow simple

ingredients and the Outcome is delicious! Every child will use this as their first cooking Bible and will

keep it forever. What wonderful memories will be made with this book. I have bought several copies

to give to all of my friends children this Christmas.

A great book for little kids to help with cooking. We will have this out all of December to have my

kids help with cooking. It also includes little tags to help them with 'food gifts' they may make with

the recipes included.
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